Transforming education through technology

Frog exists to affect change in
education, to challenge the status quo
and build technology that does things
not just differently, but better.
We are helping to re-shape school processes, not just creating
efficiencies, but improving outcomes for children. Reduced
budgets coupled with higher expectations means all schools
need to reshape themselves to succeed. Frog can help.
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the operating system for education
We take education seriously. For 18 years we have been
helping schools to deliver outstanding education through
awesome technology.
We provide a powerful and fully integrated suite of applications which
support the delivery of outstanding teaching and learning.
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CURRICULUM, ASSESSMENT & PROGRESS

Life After Levels
Levels created conversations about numbers. Frog creates
conversations about children. The difference in outcomes is huge.
Other systems force schools to re-create levels causing an excessive
workload for teachers. With Frog there is another way.

Curriculum Designer

Resources & Exemplars

Capture Evidence

Reporting

Design your
curriculum to match the
needs of children

A bank of exemplar
standards to show
what ‘good’ looks like
and share resources
to continually improve
teaching and learning

Easily capture evidence
using mobile apps and
only make judgements
against key learning
objectives to save time

Quickly identify gaps in
knowledge so you can
tailor learning to meet
children’s needs

Frog’s Curriculum Designer app is available for free from

www.lifeafterlevels.com/designer

“We have never known
our students better.”
NICK HOUSE, HEAD TEACHER, GREENSHAW HIGH SCHOOL

Life After Levels is a collaboration founded by Frog Education and
the National Association of Head Teachers (NAHT) to help schools
take advantage of the removal of national attainment levels.
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HOME LEARNING

Getting the best out
of home learning
The demands of the new curriculum are far greater and
there’s a lot to teach. Using the time at home can make a
massive difference.

Resource Builder

Set Homework

Quizzes

Marking & Feedback

Get more teaching
time in class by sharing
resources and building
lessons online for
students to complete
at home

Quickly and easily
assign homework to all
students or individuals
at a click of a button
to match homework
to students’ learning
needs

Save time with
250,000 self-marking
curriculum-mapped
questions

Provide rich, formative
feedback on children’s
work to help them
improve

“Frog has enabled us to flip the learning and
place ownership with the students.”
SEAN QUINN, RUGBY HIGH SCHOOL

INTERVENTION & CATCH-UP

Reach expectations no
matter the starting point
Whether you have students with low prior attainment or just
high expectations in your school, strong gap analysis and
intervention improves outcomes.

Quizzes

Video Lessons

Gap Analyser

Progression Charts

250,000 curriculummapped quiz questions
with gamification to
keep children engaged
in their learning

Children can watch
and re-watch video
tutorials to help them
understand key
concepts

Instantly know where
children are struggling
so you can tailor
learning to meet their
needs

Show progress for
individuals or groups
of students for SLT,
parents, governors
or Ofsted

“A class was at least a third of the year behind their
peers. We used Frog extensively with them and they
ended the school year at the same level as their peers.
ERIC MOSELEY, TALBOT COUNTY PUBLIC SCHOOL, MARYLAND, USA

PARENTAL ENGAGEMENT

Real parental engagement not just graphs and reports
Students who are supported in their learning at home are more
engaged and perform better in school.
Frog provides parents with a real window into their child’s learning.

Resource Builder

Calendar

Timelines

Communications

Share resources with
parents including
videos so they can
support their child’s
learning at home

Let parents see what
homework has been
set and when it’s due
providing 100% visibility

Parents can see and
comment on their
child’s work providing
a real audience and
increasing pride in
their schoolwork

No more printed
letters - keep parents
up to date and interact
via portals and
message boards

“Since we started using Frog to help parents understand
phonics our Year 1 results have improved each year.”
RACHAEL COULTHART, ST NICHOLAS C OF E PRIMARY SCHOOL AND NURSERY

With you every step of the way
WWW.FROGEDUCATION.COM/TRAINING

We don’t just supply the tech, we help to make sure it delivers the
results you need.
Our Education Consultants are a passionate bunch with an education background
and extensive experience of working with schools of all types and sizes.
Unleash the power of Frog.

“The training session was invaluable to
help us engage parents in learning.”
SHARON HALLSWORTH, ASSISTANT HEAD, ASHOVER PRIMARY SCHOOL

Bring your platform and marketing to life
WWW.FROGEDUCATION.COM/CREATIVE

Frog is a key part of school life and is used by students, teachers
and parents. Frog can be tailored to reflect your school’s personality
which helps make it a real success, embraced by all.

Frog’s Creative Studio can help with all of your marketing needs.

Branding &
Logo Design

Prospectus
Design & Print

Bespoke
Websites

“Frog Creative Studios have been brilliant –
creating a new brand and complete range of
marketing collateral. Their support has been amazing!”
CHRIS TOLSON, HEAD OF TEACHING AND LEARNING, BRADFORD BIRTH TO 19

Bespoke
Frog Themes

Professional
Photography

Building the right thing.

www.frogeducation.com

hello@frogeducation.com

+44 (0)1422 250 800

